































































































































































































































h2) Believes Able to Describe Climate Change
h1) Not/Only to Some Extent Able to Describe Climate Change
g3) Often/Very Often Reads and Talks about Climate Change
g2) Sometimes Reads and Talks about Climate Change
g1) Never/Rarely Reads and Talks about Climate Change
f2) Thought A Lot/Some about Climate Change




d2) Believes Climate Change is a Serious Problem
d1) Believes Climate Change is Not a Serious Problem
c3) Believes General Scientific Consensus
c2) Believes Mixed Scientific Consensus
c1) Believes No Scientific Consensus
b2) Believes in Anthropogenic climate change
b1) Does not believe in Anthropogenic climate change
a) Average Treatment Effect
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Estimated Treatment Effect
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 Our	sample		 Population	 Source	of	
population	data	
Ideology	 Liberal:	49%	 Liberal:	34%	 ANES	2008-2009	
Panel	study	


































































































































































































































































































































































Policy	  1502	 0.77	 1.58	   
Attitude	 1	    0.73	 0.46	
 2	    0.66	 0.56	
 3	    0.78	 0.39	
Behavioral-	  1663	 0.67	 1.37	   
Change	 1	    0.48	 0.76	
Intentions	 2	    0.52	 0.73	
 3	    0.68	 0.53	
 4	    0.64	 0.60	
Environmental	  1663 0.95 4.76   
Citizenship 1	    0.83	 0.27	
Intentions 2	    0.87	 0.22	
 3	    0.75	 0.41	
 4	    0.87	 0.18	
 5	    0.82	 0.23	
 6	    0.80	 0.30	
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